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ABSTRACT
Large languagemodels (LLMs) are increasingly appearing in consumer-
facing products. To prevent problematic use, the organizations be-
hind these systems have put content moderation guardrails in place
that prevent the models from generating content they consider
harmful. However, most of these enforcement standards and pro-
cesses are opaque. Although they play a major role in the user
experience of these tools, automated content moderation tools have
received relatively less attention than other aspects of the mod-
els. This study undertakes an algorithm audit of OpenAI’s Chat-
GPT with the goal of better understanding its content moderation
guardrails and their potential biases. To evaluate performance on a
broad cultural range of content, we generate a dataset of 100 popu-
lar United States television shows with one to three synopses for
each episode in the first season of each show (3,309 total synopses).
We probe GPT’s content moderation endpoint (ME) to identify vio-
lating content both in the synopses themselves, and in GPT’s own
outputs when asked to generate a script based on each synopsis,
also comparing with ME outputs on 81 real scripts from the same
TV shows (269,578 total ME outputs). Our findings show that a large
number of GPT-generated and real scripts flag as content violations
(about 18% of GPT scripts and 69% of real ones). Using metadata, we
find that TV maturity ratings, as well as certain genres (Animation,
Crime, Fantasy, and others) are statistically significantly related to
a script’s likelihood of flagging. We conclude by discussing the im-
plications of LLM self-censorship and directions for future research
on their moderation procedures.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; •
Computing methodologies → Natural language generation;
• Applied computing→ Arts and humanities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Prologue
Between May 2, 2023 and September 27, 2023, over 11,500 members
of the the Writers Guild of America, a labor union representing
entertainment workers in the United States, went on strike [74].
One major point of contention in the labor dispute was the po-
tential use of artificial intelligence (AI) in screenwriting [44]. This
concern came to the fore following the release of newly advanced
AI content generation tools like OpenAI’s ChatGPT, Google’s Bard,
and Microsoft’s Bing Chat, each of which has seen major public
uptake [22].

Can large language models (LLMs) screenwrite as well as human
professionals? To find out, we began experimenting with the use of
ChatGPT for script generation, prompting it to write scripts based
on synopses of existing TV shows. However, ChatGPT frequently
refused to generate a script, instead citing OpenAI’s content guide-
lines, which ban explicit content, references to self-harm, and other
sensitive material. The focus of this audit is thus on GPT’s content
moderation and whether it will allow the generation of popular
cultural content — in this case, popular TV shows.

1.2 Text Generation and Content Moderation
ChatGPT is an interactive online chatbot created by OpenAI that
generates text responses to user-given text prompts. Such systems
are known to generate toxic and disturbing content, even when
prompted with innocuous queries [28, 65]. In order to reduce the
generation of violent, sexual, racist, and other toxic or undesired
outputs, OpenAI employed workers to hand label such content so
that its generation could be reduced [58]. OpenAI has created an
automated content moderation system to identify such undesired
content [45].
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Content moderation has the goal of identifying undesirable con-
tent and automatically removing, flagging, or ranking it for later
human review. Content moderation has long formed a key part
of users’ experiences online, aiming to keep violent and harassing
content off of video sites, comment sections, and other sites that
allow user-generated content [60]. Automated components of these
content moderation systems have been identified as biased; they
are more likely to incorrectly flag identity-related content about
marginalized groups as needing to be removed [24]. As AI systems
have increasingly been used to generate content, automated con-
tent moderation systems have been applied as a final step to filter
out some content before it is shown to a user.

1.3 Contributions
If AI is used to generate cultural content, such as TV scripts, what
storieswon’t be told? This overarching question motivates our audit
of GPT’s automated content moderation system and the specific
research questions below:
RQ 1 How often does GPT’s content moderation flag real and

GPT-generated TV scripts as policy-violating?
RQ 2 What genres, age ratings, and topics are associated with

scripts that GPT’s content moderation is likely to flag?
To answer these questions, we conduct an audit with the goal of

assessing the experience of ChatGPT end users when attempting
to generate TV show scripts. We develop a pipeline using the GPT
API that mimics ChatGPT’s content moderation process to collect
moderation outcomes at scale. We create a dataset of 1,392 episodes
from the first season of each of IMDb’s top 100 most-watched
televisions shows in the United States as of 2019 [32], along with
up to three synopses of each, and associated metadata. Using the
developed pipeline, we generate scripts for each episode based on
three different synopses: (i) IMDb short descriptions, (ii) medium-
length Wikipedia summaries, and (iii) IMDb long descriptions. Our
resulting dataset includes 6,618 scripts generated by GPT-3.5, 3,309
GPT-4 scripts, content moderation scores for each script across the
eleven content moderation categories, and an indication of whether
the generated script was “flagged” as inappropriate by the system.
We also collect 81 real scripts, one per TV show from its first season,
and the content moderation scores for these scripts.

We find that 69% of the real scripts are flagged as content vi-
olations, including 50% of TV-PG and 71% of TV-14 rated shows
(despite OpenAI’s requirement that users be at least 13 years old
[53]). Generated scripts were flagged as violating content at rates
of 18.6% (GPT-3.5) and 17.2% (GPT-4). Measured otherwise, 96% of
all shows flagged at least once based on a GPT-3.5-generated script
(90% for GPT-4-generated scripts). Analyzing statistically, we find
that episodes with higher age rating and genres including Anima-
tion, Crime, and Fantasy were significantly more likely to flag as
violating. Many of both real and generated scripts are flagged as
content violating due to violence.

While previous research has demonstrated that without appro-
priate guardrails these systems can produce toxic content and other
undesired content [28, 65], we find major limitations with the ap-
proaches implemented to address this issue. Our research leads
us to conclude that much of the cultural content shown in main-
stream, popular TV shows would be blocked by ChatGPT, and that

recent versions of GPT increasingly integrate these filtering mech-
anisms into the core text generation functions. We urge attention
to the censorship risks of LLM systems’ content moderation and
text filtering practices.

Given this context, our paper makes three main contributions:
(1) We present the first algorithm audit of GPT’s content mod-

eration endpoint;
(2) We release a software pipeline and associated dataset for

conducting this audit1; and
(3) We analyze the impact of GPT’s content moderation on a

breadth of cultural content drawn from TV scripts, also con-
sidering related characteristics like genre and audience rat-
ing.

2 RELATEDWORK
We build on prior work in auditing, language models’ problematic
behavior, and automated content moderation.

Algorithm Audits. Algorithm auditing is a technique for under-
standing a black-box system without direct access to its internals
through repeated interaction [48]. Audits can be used to analyze
many aspects of a system, but have seen extensive successful use
in identifying social biases [4]. Search engines are one major site of
these studies, and prior work has identified race and gender biases
in search results [36, 47]. Other research has audited the targeting
tools available to advertisers, finding that these tools can intro-
duce the same [41, 68, 71]. Other user-facing technologies have
also been found to exhibit such biases, including facial recognition
systems [13] andmusic player recommendations [25]. In addition to
gender and racial biases, researchers have found platforms making
inferences about sexuality as well [56, 59].

Beyond bias audits, some audits have instead assessed particular
platforms or systemswith regards to other implicit or explicit claims
of those systems. These include an audit of the Uber ridesharing
platform’s surge pricing and its effect on drivers [15], as well as
an audit on the effectiveness of targeted ads according to various
user metrics (without specific focus on bias) [40]. Our work is best
aligned with these examples; our audit examines GPT’s content
moderation system behavior at large, without focusing on content
associated with a specific identity category.

Problematic Behaviors of Language Models and Content Moder-
ation. Large language models (LLMs) are known to have many
concerning characteristics, including a large carbon footprint, opac-
ity of training datasets, and reproduction of societal stereotypes
[9]. Early work on word embeddings demonstrated gender biases
impacting the association between words based on cultural stereo-
types [11, 14, 18, 78, 79], and that such systems embed human-
like associations from a wide variety of contexts [14]. Embeddings
also show biases in other settings, for example biases that lead to
worse clinical prediction outcomes for marginalized people down-
stream [77]. Recent work demonstrates that modern LLMs, includ-
ing masked language models and generative pre-trained transform-
ers (GPTs) like the ones we study in this work, display similar
biases including gender bias [37, 43], bias associating Muslims with

1The auditing pipeline and dataset are available at: https://github.com/GPT-TV/gpt-
tv-facct24
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violence and terrorism [2], political biases [62], bias against trans-
gender and non-binary people [55], and a broad range of biases
against stigmatized groups [46]. Various approaches have been
attempted to “debias” language models including through direct
modifications to word embeddings [11] or other fairness-focused
changes made directly to the LLM [5, 10, 57]. In addition to bias,
such systems are known to generate toxic, violent, or otherwise
disturbing content even when not prompted to do so [28, 65]. (A
further survey of the harms of these systems can be found in [9, 73].)
These concerns have been core to the continued development of
LLMs, with techniques such as reinforcement learning from human
feedback incorporating the goal of reducing generation of toxic
content into the core of the learning process [16, 54, 70].

Another line of related work focuses on automated content mod-
eration. These text classification approaches identify and filter unde-
sired content and were originally targeted at online user-generated
content; these are now applied in the context of AI generated text
as a final filtering step. Automated content moderation tools and
associated benchmarks largely focus on identifying hate speech
[6, 20, 21, 31, 38, 49, 61]. Additional classification goals include
identifying sexual content [7], and some systems can score text
for multiple types of undesired content [35] and in multiple lan-
guages [42]. Toxicity detectors have been shown to incorrectly flag
marginalized identity or African-American English dialect expres-
sion as toxic [12, 24, 63], and rater identity can impact whether
text is identified as toxic such that training with toxicity labels
annotated by raters from marginalized groups decreases model
bias [29]. Beyond bias identification, audits of text generation and
content moderation or built-in toxicity reduction techniques have
so far focused on ways to “jailbreak” the system to get around these
guardrails [39, 69, 72, 76], while this paper will focus directly on
the content moderation step.

OpenAI takes a combined approach with its GPT models includ-
ing both reduction of undesired content by the model [50] and
creation of a content moderation system that identifies multiple
specific types of undesired content such as violence, sexual con-
tent, or hate speech [45]; we will discuss these systems further
throughout this paper.

3 DATASET DESIGN AND COLLECTION
Television shows provide a broad range of cultural content relating
to different topics, identities, and genres, as well as other socially-
relevant metadata like TV Parental Guidelines ratings. In order to
audit the impact of content moderation on the generation of TV
scripts, we create a dataset of synopses andmetadata for all episodes
in the first season of each of 100 popular U.S. TV shows [32] (data
was collected from September to December 2023). We augment this
data with real scripts for a first-season episode of 81 of these shows.
Here, we detail the relevant data, metadata, data collection process,
and data cleaning conducted in preparation for our audit. Dataset
and audit code are available at https://github.com/GPT-TV/gpt-tv-
facct24.

3.1 Episodes, Metadata, and Synopses
The primary dataset used in this study consists of all 1,392 episodes
from the first season of every show on a 2019 IMDb list, “Top

100 Most Watched TV Shows of All Time” [32] (full list given in
Appendix A). These shows were chosen to represent a wide variety
of popular cultural content. For each episode, we also collected
additional metadata from IMDb, including basic information such
as the episode name, the main characters, the actors, and the release
date. Episodemetadata also includes the U.S. TV Parental Guidelines
rating (e.g., “TV-PG”, “TV-14”, or “TV-MA.”), and 12, 126 unique user-
generated tags about the episode from its IMDb page. These tags
range widely, from broad (“detective”) to highly specific (“character
says all for one and one for all”). Many tags also reference identities
like “gay”, “Muslim”, or “blind person”. The full set of data attributes
is given in Appendix Table 3.

Episode synopses were sourced from IMDb andWikipedia. Using
Wikipedia’s API we identified the Wikipedia page of each show
from the list of show names, attempting to find Wikipedia pages
with titles “[show name]”, “List of [show name] episodes”, and
“[show name] Season 1”. In failure cases, we manually identified the
correct URL for the show’s Wikipedia page. From each show page,
we collected synopses for each episode (our “medium” synopses).
We were able to gather these for all episodes except three (for a
total of 1389); the remainder were unaired episodes not listed on
Wikipedia. Short (one- to two-sentence) and long (multi-paragraph)
synopses were collected from IMDb. From the IMDb page of all
1,392 episodes, we collected the one-sentence summary that appears
at the top of each page (our “short” synopses). When available,
we also collected the IMDb plot synopsis, linked from the main
episode pages (our “long” synopses). The latter are long form, user-
generated, and often highly detailed; they were only available for
528 of the 1,392 episodes. Our final dataset included up to three
synopses for each episode, ranging from one sentence overviews
to multi-paragraph, scene-by-scene summaries. Due to incomplete
data on Wikipedia and IMDb, we do not have all three synopses
for all episodes; see Figure 1 for a visual of the pipeline and overall
numbers.

3.2 Real Scripts
To compare with the GPT-generated scripts, we manually collected
a set of real scripts for the pilot episode of each show in our dataset.
We were able to find a pilot episode script for 77 of the 100 shows,
and other first-season scripts for four more (totaling 81 real scripts).
As these scripts were collected online and not from official sources,
we cannot wholly guarantee their accuracy — however, scripts
were manually cross-checked with a synopsis of each episode to
verify that they seemed to match. The 81 episode scripts were
collected from publicly-available online sources [3, 8, 17, 19, 26,
27, 33, 34, 64, 66, 75]. Of the remaining 19, four were non-English
shows excluded to ensure consistent comparison of the moderation
endpoint’s performance. We were unable to find first season scripts
for the rest.

3.3 Synopsis Anonymization
Since our intention was to ask GPT to produce material itself on
a variety of topics, we next attempted to clean some of the most
highly-identifiable data from the synopses, in order to prevent GPT
from completing our queries based directly on information about
the episode itself, which may have been included in its training
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Figure 1: A visual representation of the auditing pipeline used in this work, alongside a running example in the margins using
the show Game of Thrones (season 1, episode 1). The pipeline is run from top to bottom, with lines indicating the data flow. The
datasets at the top include the number of episodes (n) per script or synopsis type. Episode synopses are used to create a script
generation prompt which is then given to the GPT APIs for completion. Text generated by API calls, prompts, and real scripts
are all given to the ME for scoring. The three boxes indicating API calls to GPT-3.5, GPT-4 and the ME also indicate the number
of repeated API calls per prompt (e.g., “2x” indicating 2 repeats), and total number of ME outputs over all repeats (n).
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data. Our collected metadata for each episode (see Appendix Ta-
ble 3) included episode character names and star actors. To clean all
synopses, we created a key, matching names in the synopsis with a
replacement in the form “Character _”, filled with letters “A” through
“Z” and continuing with other Unicode characters. The episode’s top
three actors are anonymized in a similar manner. While this was
largely effective, some synopses contained spelling inaccuracies or
nicknames that weren’t programmatically identified; some were
identified and replaced manually while other names remained in
the synopses.

4 AUDIT METHOD
Our auditing pipeline, visualized in Figure 1, involves prompting
both GPT-3.4 and GPT-4 to create TV scripts based on each of
the collected synopses of 1, 392 TV episodes (see Section 3), and
providing these generated scripts, 81 real scripts, and the prompts
alone to the moderation endpoint for content violation scoring.
Here we describe how we (1) design and automate the auditing
pipeline, and (2) conduct pilot experiments.

4.1 Replicating ChatGPT’s content moderation
at scale

Our overarching focus in this work is on the experience of LLMs’ —
in this case, ChatGPT’s — everyday users. What types of content
will GPT allow them to input? What will it output? The ChatGPT
chatbot interface is used in interactive sessions in a user’s browser;
in order to conduct a large-scale audit, we first needed to develop a
pipeline to recreate a user’s experience with content moderation in
ChatGPT.

Based on our own ad-hoc experimentation with ChatGPT in
the latter half of 2023, we find that there are three states that text
can be assigned by ChatGPT relative to its content moderation
policy, and that these states are applied independently to both the
user-provided prompt and the ChatGPT-generated response, with
either or both sometimes flagging as violating content. Even when
the prompt is flagged as a content violation, the response is still
generated. Each response is initially written out completely by the
system, and once the text generation is complete the response box
updates to one of these three states:
State 1 (no violation): Normal system behavior is uninterrupted;

there is no mention of the content policy.
State 2 (warning): The text is highlighted orange, and the flag mes-

sage 2 appears in an orange notice box.
State 3 (content policy violation): The content flag message appears

in a red notice box and the prompt or response text is no
longer visible.

While conducting this audit, the ChatGPT user interface demon-
strated the above possible states, however we note that this interface
choice is layered on top of the GPT text generation and moderation
endpoint, so for example the ability to click past the warning and
see violating text may be expanded or removed in the future. This
contrasts with the API, which will (at present) always produce an
output, even if the prompt or response is violating.
2Content flag message: “This content may violate our content policy. If you believe
this to be in error, please submit your feedback — your input will aid our research in
this area.”

In order to create a scalable experiment plan for content moder-
ation that can be used to comment on the observed behaviour of
user-facing ChatGPT, we use OpenAI’s API platform (“GPT API”),
specifically the Chat Completions endpoint that mimics the prompt-
response nature of ChatGPT. The primary analysis presented in
this paper utilizes GPT-3.5 (gpt3.5-turbo-1106), the model that
underlies the free version of ChatGPT and is thus most relevant
to most ChatGPT users. However, we also conduct the same ex-
periments using GPT-4 (gpt-4.0-1106-preview), as it is the most
up-to-date model, and OpenAI has claimed it produces less harmful
text than previous models [50].

4.1.1 Moderation endpoint. OpenAI provides direct API access to
their content moderation system, called the moderation endpoint
(ME).3 The ME is designed to identify multiple differentiated types
of undesired content [45], and it outputs three primary attributes:

(1) flagged: A Boolean value, True if any of the results in the
’categories’ attribute are True and False otherwise.

(2) categories: A dictionary of each of the undesired content
categories and an associated Boolean value indicating if the
input text was flagged as undesired content of that category
type. The category types are: hate, hate/threatening, harass-
ment, harassment/threatening, self-harm, self-harm/intent,
self-harm/instructions, sexual, sexual/minors, violence, and
violence/graphic. See Appendix Table 4 for their full descrip-
tions.

(3) category_score: A dictionary of each of the categories and an
associated numerical value between 0 and 1 that represents
“the model’s confidence that the input violates the OpenAI’s
policy for the category” [52].

While the user experience of ChatGPT’s content moderation in-
cludes the warning stage described earlier (State 2, above), the
moderation endpoint API responses only include Boolean content
violation flags and associated scores. Thus, the analysis in this paper
will focus on these indications of content violations.

Combining the prompts, text generation, and moderation end-
point API, our pipeline to simulate ChatGPT’s content moderation
process as follows: 1) we run OpenAI’s moderation endpoint on
the prompt itself; 2) we query OpenAI’s Chat Completions API to
generate a script from each prompt; and 3) we run the moderation
endpoint on the script produced by that API call. This pipeline is
visualized in Figure 1.

4.2 Pilot experiments
We conducted pilot experiments to select an appropriate prompt
for creating scripts using GPT and to decide how many repetitions
of each pipeline state to conduct, given observed nondeterministic
behavior of the moderation endpoint.

4.2.1 Prompt engineering. We began by conducting some testing
to select a GPT prompt. After our manual experimentation, our
prompt was as follows: “Create a TV show episode script based on the
following synopsis: <synopsis>”. However, our initial experiments
showed that that generated scripts were much shorter (on average
400 words) than a real-length script would be (on average 11, 728
words). We tried several different variations on our original prompt,
3This paper uses the text-moderation-006 model.
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generating one script based on the short synopsis for each of the 100
pilot episodes and computing the resulting script length in words.
We then selected the prompt that yielded the highest average length
at 576 words (alterations from our original prompt underlined):
“Create a long TV show episode script with substantial dialogue based
on the following synopsis: <synopsis>”.

4.2.2 Repeated trials for robustness. We conducted further pilot
testing to determine the number of repetitions to run for each API
querying step of our pipeline: first, when producing GPT scripts,
and second when querying the moderation endpoint. In these pilots,
we used the full set of episodes and all 3,309 synopses.

The first API step is the generation of scripts using GPT-3.5 and
GPT-4. Using the prompt determined in the previous section, we
ran two rounds of script generation with all synopses through GPT-
3.5, producing 6, 618 scripts (two for each synopsis). Each script
was then run through the moderation endpoint (ME) 20 times.
Comparing ME responses from the first script to the second one,
we observed that ME outputs were quite consistent for both rounds
of scripts. In 88.3% of cases, the two scripts received matching
responses (either both flagged in one or more of their 20 ME runs,
or both did not flag in any of their 20 ME runs). We found this
degree of agreement adequate, given the cost in time and resources
of generating each set of scripts with GPT-3.5 and especially GPT-4.
Based on this test, our GPT-4 experiments were only conducted
with one round at the script generation step.

Finally, we also observed nondeterminism in the moderation
endpoint (ME) itself. In order to determine how many times to
query the ME per script, we ran a test using a sample synopsis
(the pilot episode of Game of Thrones) arbitrarily selected from the
GPT-3.5-generated scripts. The script was run through the ME 100
times, and the cumulative mean and variance of each category score
was recorded with each run, from 1 to 100. Plotting the resulting
running mean and variance of these scores, the results (see Appen-
dix Figure 8) show that both mean and variance began to stabilize
around 20 runs, and targeting between 40 and 60 trials of the ME
per script appears sufficient for ensuring stable results.

Based on these results, we ran 20 trials of the moderation end-
point for each generated script. All but three (of 1392) episodes
have at least two of the three synopses, so this ensures that there
are between 40 and 60 trials for all episodes. The real scripts were
all run for 𝑛 = 60 trials.

5 FINDINGS
Next, we describe our findings, including the frequency and cat-
egory of content violations for scripts (real, GPT-3.5- and GPT-4-
generated), and attributes (genres, tags, identity-related topics) that
are associated with high rates of violations.

5.1 Many real and generated scripts are flagged
as content violations, with real scripts most
likely to flag

Using the audit methodology described in Section 4 to generate
scripts based on the 1, 392 episodes of the first seasons of popular
TV shows (data described in Section 3) resulted in 6, 618 scripts
generated by GPT-3.5 and 3, 309 scripts by GPT-4. Overall, per script

we find that 69.1% of the real scripts, 18.6% of the GPT-3.5 scripts,
and 17.2% of the GPT-4 scripts are flagged as containing violating
content. Per episode, we find that 46.6% (GPT-3.5) and 35.4% (GPT-
4) of episodes have at least one GPT-generated script flagged as
violating content (see Figure 2). This amounts to 96% of all shows
under GPT-3.5 and 90% of all shows under GPT-4 having at least
one flagged episode.

We find that real scripts are flagged by the moderation endpoint
more often than generated scripts, and that GPT-3.5 scripts are
flagged more often than GPT-4 scripts (see Figure 2). GPT-4’s lower
rate of violating script generation aligns with OpenAI’s documenta-
tion of their changes when deploying GPT-4 [51]. However, in that
report, they identify GPT-4 as 29% less likely to generate undesired
content than GPT-3.5, where as the decrease we observed was much
smaller (1.4% fewer flags on GPT-4 content, representing a 7.8%
decrease from GPT-3.5’s level of flagging). Notably, we cannot con-
clude whether this small drop was due to GPT-4 truly generating
less-violating content with similar storylines to GPT-3.5, or whether
the two instead produce scripts with meaningfully different content
(either of which might be more faithful to the original synopses).

5.2 Violating content is generated even when
prompts are not flagged

Recall that three synopsis sources were used to generate episode
scripts. Content violation flagging behavior differed based on the
different synopses used to generate scripts. We also measured the
rate of flagging of the prompts alone. In Figure 2 (right) we see that
comparing prompts and scripts with the same synopsis source, the
resulting GPT script is much more likely to be flagged at least once
as violating content than the prompt is; GPT generates violating
content even when the prompt itself is not identified as undesirable
content. When considering scripts generated by GPT-3.5 versus
GPT-4, we find fewer content violations based on each synopsis
type with GPT-4.

We see that for the Short and Medium synopses, the gap between
the flagged percent of episode scripts and the prompts decreases.
This may suggest that GPT-4 is less prone to creating violating
content when not prompted with such content than GPT-3.5 is.
Interestingly, the prompts including the long synopses – which
effectively summarize an episode scene-by-scene – more often flag
as content violations than the scripts generated under GPT-4 based
on those prompts, indicating that GPT-4 may not be accurately
producing the requested episode.

5.3 Violence is the predominant type of content
violation

Recall that the moderation endpoint provides content violation
information and associated scores across a variety of categories of
undesired content (see Section 4.1 and Table 4). In order to further
investigate trends in these moderation outcomes on the real and
generated scripts, we considered the average per-category scores.
In Figure 3 we see that scores for violence are by far the highest
for both real and generated scripts from both GPT versions.

5.3.1 Determining thresholds. Recall that for each input the mod-
eration endpoint (ME) produces a Boolean flag overall, as well
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Figure 2: Left: Percent of the GPT-generated and real scripts that are flagged as containing violating content by the moderation
endpoint. Middle: Since more than one script is generated per episode based on our audit methodology, we also show the
percent of episodes with at least one generated script flagged as a content violation. Right: Percent of prompts and generated
episode scripts that are flagged as content violating at least once across generated scripts based on synopsis source and GPT
version.

as a Boolean flag and category score (from 0 to 1) for each viola-
tion category. According to their documentation, the overall flag is
raised anytime any of the categories flag True. We observed that
the threshold score at which content was flagged varied across cate-
gories — that is, there was not a consistent value across all category
scores that would lead the category to flag. In order to compare
content violations across different category types, then, we needed
to normalize the scores according to the flagging threshold for each.
Based on the 269, 578 moderation endpoint output samples across
synopsis types and including real, GPT-3.5, and GPT-4 generated
scripts we identified bounds on the threshold scores the ME uses to
flag content. We identified a threshold lower bound — the highest
score for a category that did not result in a content violation flag —
and a threshold upper bound — the lowest score for each category
that still results in a flag. While we cannot determine the exact
threshold value for each category, our results, in Table 1, provide
tight bounds for each. For example, content with a violence score
above 0.62 flags, while the threshold for sexual content is around
0.53, and 0.42 for harassment.

Category Lower Upper
bound bound

harassment 0.419367 0.420103
harassment / threatening 0.299871 0.300152
hate 0.338347 0.566252
hate / threatening 0.050540 0.123612
self-harm 0.379545 0.380056
self-harm / instructions 0.008812 0.013632
self-harm / intent 0.202173 0.445383
sexual 0.529057 0.531107
sexual / minors 0.237927 0.242468
violence 0.619996 0.6200015
violence / graphic 0.773784 0.863225

Table 1: Empirically derived bounds on the thresholds at
which category scores result in a True content violation flag.

5.3.2 Normalizing category scores. In order to directly compare
scores across categories with different flagging thresholds, we intro-
duce a normalized category score. Using the lower bound values in
Table 1, we divide each score by this value to create the normalized
score: 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 . Under this normalized

category score, values greater than 1.0 indicate that, regardless of
category, the moderation endpoint will flag a content violation.

In Figure 4, showing the means of these normalized category
scores, we see that many more real and generated TV scripts are
flagged for content violations based on violence than the other
violating content categories. This may indicate that violence on
TV is common, but also that descriptions of violence considered
acceptable on TV are not acceptable according to OpenAI’s content
guidelines. Real scripts also have high normalized scores for sexual
content and harassment, while GPT scripts’ scores for sexual con-
tent are relatively lower, perhaps indicating that GPT has been
tuned to avoid generating such content altogether. Even when nor-
malized, scores for hate (and its subcategory hate / threatening)
are very low for both real and generated scripts, suggesting that
either such content is uncommon on TV, or that the the moderation
endpoint is not particularly good at identifying it.

Examining the proportion of GPT-3.5 scripts generated for a
TV show and flagged with any category of violation (Appendix
Figure 9), we again see that violence appropriate for TV is consid-
ered violating content by OpenAI. The five shows with the largest
proportion of violating GPT-generated scripts (for any violation
category) are, in order, Luke Cage, Daredevil, Gotham, Game of
Thrones, and Arrow, which all had more than 45% of the generated
scripts identified as violating content. All but Game of Thrones are
superhero shows with frequent fight scenes; Game of Thrones is a
fantasy series known for violent scenes. Unsurprisingly, examining
the reasons these shows were flagged, we see they received high
scores for violent content, with average normalized violence scores
of 0.93, 0.91, 0.87, 0.84, and 0.84, respectively.
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Figure 3: Mean of the category scores assigned per category by the moderation endpoint across all episodes for GPT-3.5-
generated, GPT-4-generated, and real scripts. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 4: Mean of the normalized category scores from the moderation endpoint across all episodes for GPT-3.5-generated,
GPT-4-generated, and real scripts. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5: Proportion of flagged real and GPT-3.5-generated
scripts by age rating and synopsis source. See Figure 10 for
GPT-4 proportions.

5.4 TV shows flag as violating more often as
their maturity ratings increase

Continuing our analysis of the relationship between OpenAI’s con-
tent decisions and overall social standards for entertainment con-
tent, we analyzed our dataset according to the TV Parental Guide-
line label on each episode. These guidelines are a rating system
in effect nationally in the U.S., that provide approximate levels of
age-appropriateness [67]. Our dataset of shows contained episodes
labeled TV-PG (“inappropriate for younger children”), TV-14 (“un-
suitable for children under 14 years of age”), and TV-MA (for “ma-
ture audiences”, about 17 years and older). As shown in Figure 5, the
proportion of flagging episode scripts generated by GPT-3.5 (across
synopsis type) increased as age rating for the actual episodes in-
creased (GPT-4 behaved consistently, see Figure 10). Another point
of note is the low rate of flagging for scripts generated from long
synopses (as mentioned above) — these scripts actually decrease in
flagged proportion for higher maturity ratings compared with the
other GPT-generated scripts, again suggesting that GPT-3.5 may
not be producing scripts that truly reflect those shows.
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5.5 GPT scripts for animation, crime, and
fantasy genres more likely to be labeled
violating content

As shown in Figure 7 (with similar results for GPT-4 shown in
Appendix Figure 11), examining GPT-3.5-generated scripts based
on their normalized category score by genre shows that some gen-
res are more likely to flag. We find higher scores for scripts from
episodes labeled with the action, adventure, crime, fantasy, hor-
ror, sci-fi, and thriller genres. All these genres have high scores for
violence, with mean normalized category scores above 0.5 for the vi-
olence category. GPT script genres scoring the lowest were comedy
and romance — the low category scores for romance are somewhat
surprising given the potential for those scripts to contain sexual
content. Our earlier finding that real scripts scored much higher
on sexual content than GPT-generated ones (Figure 4) supports the
idea that GPT may be tuned to strongly avoid producing sexual
or romantic content. Also supporting this idea, we examined the
normalized scores based on just the long prompts (which include
detailed scene-by-scene descriptions of content) and found that
these scores are much higher across all genres than the scores for
the generated scripts (see Appendix Figure 11). Another interesting
trend is the relatively high proportion of flagged scripts for anima-
tion shows. Examining more closely, this is driven by the genre’s
high category scores for harassment content — understandable
when observing that the animation shows from our Top 100 list
include Rick and Morty, The Simpsons, and South Park.

Variable coef std err t P>|t| Level

Age Rating 0.044 0.017 2.659 0.008 **
Action 0.078 0.045 1.744 0.081
Adventure 0.076 0.049 1.526 0.127
Animation 0.248 0.086 2.882 0.004 **
Biography -0.051 0.132 -0.387 0.699
Comedy 0.031 0.037 0.852 0.394
Crime 0.174 0.033 5.326 0.000 ***
Drama 0.257 0.031 8.395 0.000 ***
Family -0.244 0.181 -1.343 0.180
Fantasy 0.119 0.041 2.867 0.004 **
History -0.164 0.151 -1.080 0.280
Horror 0.223 0.052 4.242 0.000 ***
Musical -0.094 0.121 -0.775 0.438
Mystery -0.083 0.033 -2.534 0.011 *
Romance -0.001 0.037 -0.036 0.971
Sci-Fi 0.230 0.040 5.684 0.000 ***
Thriller 0.090 0.034 2.616 0.009 **
War 0.421 0.226 1.860 0.063

Table 2: A linear regression predicting episode flag (True
or False) from its age rating and genres showed that age
rating, as well as several genres including Animation, Crime,
and Fantasy, were statistically significantly associated with
an episode flagging the moderation endpoint as violating
content. OnlyMysterwas statistically significantly associated
with a lower likelihood of flagging.

Formalizing these observations with statistical analysis, we use
an ordinary least squares regression on our GPT-3.5 data predicting
whether scripts flagged for content violations (binary True/False)
from their maturity ratings and genres (categorical variables). The
results (provided in Table 2) find that episodes with higher age rat-
ings were statistically significantly likely to produce violating con-
tent, as were shows from the following genres: Animation, Crime,
Drama, Fantasy, Horror, Sci-Fi, and Thriller. Conversely, only Mys-
tery shows had a statistically significantly lower risk of flagging,
though other genres (Biography, Family, Musical, and Romance)
were also associated with a lower (though non-statistically signifi-
cant) risk of flagging.

5.6 More investigation is needed to assess
identity-related differences in content
moderation

Episode metadata included IMDb user-generated tags for each
episode that ranged greatly in level of detail (see Section 3.1). To
investigate differences in content flagging for various identities
(motivated by prior work, see Section 2), we conducted a brief ex-
ploration into the association of flagging behavior based on these
tags. Appendix Figure 12 shows the proportion of tagged episodes
flagging as violating for each of the 100 most frequent tags. Consis-
tent with our previous findings, we see that tags associated with
likely-to-flag episodes largely indicate violent content, including:
“gunfight,” “returning character killed off,” “man tied up,” and “tor-
ture.” Given the infrequent occurrence of any single tag and the com-
mon themes overlapping many tags, we manually curated groups
of tags related to specific investigatory queries, using stub words to
query within the full set of tags. For example, querying for ‘nudity’
allowed us to create separate tag groups for ‘female nudity’ and
‘male nudity’, where those groups included tags like ‘female topless
nudity.’ This ad-hoc curation procedure likely misses some related
terms, but allows us to consider a breadth of related tags with the
goal of assessing for bias towards marginalized identities. The full
set of tags associated with each tag group is given in Appendix
Tables 7, 6, 8, and 9.

We considered the normalized category scores for each identi-
fied tag group based only on the long IMDb synopses, since these
detailed synopses would be most likely to have specific information
of the type captured in the tags, and would not be subject to the
potential self-censorship of GPT-generated content. Unfortunately,
the results (see Appendix Figures 13 and 14) are not definitive, due
to the small number of episodes with those tags. Some potentially
interesting trends for future exploration include: lesbian-related
content was scored lower for self-harm than gay and straight con-
tent, but higher for sexual content; female nudity was scored higher
for sexual content than male nudity; Jewish content scored higher
for harassment than Muslim and Christian content; and content
relating to physical disability, mental illness, and suicide all scored
very high for violence, but content specifically tagged as relating
to suicide scored well below the flagging threshold for self-harm.
More investigation is needed to assess whether these trends re-
flect meaningful differences in the prompts being flagged, and to
disentangle stereotypes about these groups that may be prevalent
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Figure 6: Proportion of flagged real and GPT-3.5-generated scripts by genre .

Figure 7: Mean normalized category scores for GPT-3.5 scripts by genre with 95% confidence intervals. See Appendix Figure 11
for real and GPT-4 scripts by genre.

in TV representations themselves from the biases of the content
moderation system.

6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
This work conducts an algorithm audit of OpenAI’s content modera-
tion processeswhich, integrated into user-facing tools like ChatGPT,
determine what kinds of content users are able to create and engage
with. Our audit uses popular TV episodes, since these provide a
broad swath of socially-acceptable cultural content with socially
relevant attributes including maturity ratings, genres, and identity-
related themes. Were a television studio to use text generation to
write scripts, they would certainly use individualized, tuned models,
and not the same ones available to everyday users today. Still, we
believe this work provides insights into the tensions inherent to
these systems’ use — for instance between the risk of producing
harmful content, and that of censoring legitimate and appropriate,
if sensitive, cultural issues.

We find that, due to content moderation, end users of GPT sys-
tems cannot generate or engage with much of popular and generally
acceptable cultural content. Comparing GPT-3.5 with -4, we observe

that GPT-4 is less likely to generate violating content in the first
place; as these text generation systems become more sophisticated,
content moderation filtering is being incorporated into the text
generation step itself, more deeply entrenching the censorship of
legitimate ideas. Supporting these findings, we also observed that
some GPT-4-generated scripts contained explicit references to self-
censorship due to content moderation (see Table 10), such as the
response, “I’m sorry, but I cannot fulfill this request. The content
you’re asking for involves creating material that may be considered
explicit given the nature of the subject matter.” Meanwhile, OpenAI
advertises the reduction of violating content as strictly an improve-
ment [50]. Many of the same cultural topics (suicide, violence, hate,
and others) that are important for public engagement and art may
also be inappropriate in other situations. General-purpose text gen-
eration systems cannot – and are not designed to – differentiate
between legitimate and problematic uses. In addition to restricting
potentially legitimate uses of these tools, automated self-censorship
may also have accuracy and quality implications; a key question
that remains unanswered in our work is whether the generated
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scripts accurately matched the given prompts — and whether they
are qualitatively good writing.

Current solutions for content moderation largely hinge on man-
ual labor by people – often underpaid and underprivileged – who
read and watch content, including harmful content, to differentiate
between appropriate and inappropriate content where automated
systems cannot [60]. This makes sense in the context of our find-
ings that 69% of real scripts in our data were flagged as violations
by GPT’s moderation; automated systems struggle to navigate the
line between sensitive content which is appropriate for public con-
sumption, and that which is not. Unfortunately, in the jobs used
today to provide human guidance to automated systems, workers
are regularly confronted with disturbing content for low pay with
poor working conditions [30, 58, 60]. If language models begin to
be used to automate script writing, we can anticipate that similar
human labor would be required to weigh in on the subtle distinc-
tions between disturbing content that is in line with current viewer
expectations and content that crosses that line.

We emphasize that content moderation and automated self-
censorship are likely to have larger impacts on some identity-related
topics than others. Marginalized groups in particular are known
to be consistently and disproportionately negatively impacted by
existing content moderation systems [23], with content related
to their identities more likely to be labeled as toxic or otherwise
undesirable [24]. While we did not explicitly audit for this ques-
tion, our exploration using tags of identity-disparate flagging raises
directions we encourage future work to investigate, such as the
relationship between LLMs’ content moderation procedures and
the filtering of content related to marginalized identities.

A final note on the importance of conducting such audits and
repeating them regularly: in the weeks following our audit, which
was done with the text-moderation-006 model, OpenAI updated
to ME 007. Our preliminary testing indicates some major changes
between these two versions, and it also no longer appears to be
possible to run 006. Regular data collection is needed to understand
how such systems behave and change over time.

7 CONCLUSION
Content moderation has received relatively less attention compared
to other aspects of LLM systems, but it is central to the user ex-
perience. This paper presents the first audit of the GPT language
model’s content moderation endpoint, including a test dataset of
1392 episodes from 100 popular U.S. TV shows with associated
metadata and an auditing pipeline. To systematically analyze the
use of content moderation in the consumer-facing tool ChatGPT,
we create a pipeline that replicates its moderation processes but
which can be run at scale for both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4.

We find that a large number of real and GPT-generated scripts
flag as content violations, with 69% of real scripts flagged, includ-
ing 50% of real scripts rated TV-PG and 71% of real scripts rated
TV-14 (even though OpenAI requires users to be at least 13 years
old [53]). Generated episode scripts from shows with higher TV
maturity ratings are statistically significantly more likely to flag.
Certain genres are also associated with significantly higher flagging,
including Animation, Crime, Horror, Fantasy, and Sci-Fi shows. Fi-
nally, we observe that GPT-4 generates fewer violating scripts (17%)

than GPT-3.5 (18.6%), in line with (though not quite at the same
magnitude as) OpenAI’s claims about the newer model [51]. It
also generates statements in response to our prompts indicating
the model is engaging in self-censorship. In contrast with more
common concerns about LLMs producing harmful content, these
results highlight the issue of over-moderation; GPT censors cultural
content widely considered acceptable for public consumption.

Content moderation is far from a solved problem and undeniably
important, particularly in the interest of individual and social safety.
But the solution to these issues must not be censorship. For one
reason, the socially-marginalized groups likely to be disproportion-
ately impacted by these tools’ user censorship and self-censorship
are the same groups likely to be impacted by hate speech gener-
ated by the tools were content moderation not in place. We resist
narratives that would put safety and free expression in opposition;
these tools must achieve both.

Drawing a line between appropriate moderation and problematic
censorship is challenging technically but also, especially, norma-
tively. It is the kind of line best navigated by humans — in the
context of television and film, the same ones whose livelihoods
are being threatened by attempts to replace scriptwriters with AI.
Therefore, we conclude this piece by affirming our support for
screenwriters, whose humanity and cultural contributions we find
indispensable.
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8 ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE RESEARCH
8.1 Ethical Considerations Statement
A major ethical concern we see in this work is the potential for
our message to be misconstrued as an endorsement of the use of
language models to replace script-writers. We wish to be clear that
our aim is the opposite — we anticipate many problems with any
attempts to use LLMs to replace cultural and artistic workers, and
see the humanity and human experience of writers as intrinsic and
necessary for their work. We undertake this research to highlight
some of the (likely many) limitations of LLMs in this regard.

A second, separate ethical concern is that our research pipeline,
including the use of LLMs, results in carbon emissions. We believe
this topic is meaningful and worth studying, and do so attempting
to minimize the resources used. Dwarfing this environmental con-
cern is also the reality that traveling by air from the United States
to Brazil for this conference also has have a sizable environmental
impact. We encourage FAccT and other conferences to consider hy-
brid, local, and other conference formats to minimize our collective
footprint.

8.2 Researcher Positionality Statement
Although diverse in nationality, all researchers involved with this
work are currently based in the United States, which shapes the
subject and perspective of this work (for example our choice to
focus on popular English-language TV shows in the United States).
However, our team does bring varied identities to the work; re-
searchers include those from the Global South and those with other
marginalized identities. This is reflected in our investigation of
potential biases as well as our overall research focus on algorithm
auditing, a method designed for accountability.

8.3 Adverse Impact Statement
We believe that auditing work is, by its nature, well-positioned to
avoid many adverse impacts (as also described by Abebe et al. [1]).
Auditing algorithmic systems for aspects of concern, we believe, has
a net positive effect on improving accountability and transparency
in computing industry. As with all research, there is some possibility
that those consuming our findings will misconstrue our perspective
in ways we would not condone; for example, those seeking to create
harmful content using GPT might take our findings as justification
for doing away with content moderation entirely. We have done our
best to be clear about this complex topic and hope our conclusions,
which are nuanced, will be understood as such by those reading in
good faith.
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A APPENDIX
List of TV shows used for the dataset
TV shows used for the dataset, taken from IMDB’s 2019 list of “Top
100 most watched TV shows of all time" [32].

(1) Game of Thrones
(2) Stranger Things
(3) The Walking Dead
(4) 13 Reasons Why
(5) The 100
(6) Orange Is the New Black
(7) Riverdale
(8) Grey’s Anatomy
(9) The Flash
(10) Arrow
(11) Money Heist
(12) The Big Bang Theory
(13) Black Mirror
(14) Sherlock
(15) Vikings
(16) Pretty Little Liars
(17) The Vampire Diaries
(18) American Horror Story
(19) Breaking Bad
(20) Lucifer
(21) Supernatural
(22) Prison Break
(23) How to Get Away with Murder
(24) Teen Wolf
(25) The Simpsons

(26) Once Upon a Time
(27) Narcos
(28) Daredevil
(29) Friends
(30) How I Met Your Mother
(31) Suits
(32) Mr. Robot
(33) The Originals
(34) Supergirl
(35) Gossip Girl
(36) Sense8
(37) Gotham
(38) Westworld
(39) Jessica Jones
(40) Modern Family
(41) Rick and Morty
(42) Shadowhunters
(43) The End of the F***ing World
(44) House of Cards
(45) Dark
(46) Elite
(47) Sex Education
(48) Shameless
(49) New Girl
(50) Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
(51) You
(52) Dexter
(53) Fear the Walking Dead
(54) Family Guy
(55) The Blacklist
(56) Lost
(57) Peaky Blinders
(58) House
(59) Quantico
(60) Orphan Black
(61) Homeland
(62) Blindspot
(63) DC’s Legends of Tomorrow
(64) The Handmaid’s Tale
(65) Chilling Adventures of Sabrina
(66) The Good Doctor
(67) Jane the Virgin
(68) Glee
(69) South Park
(70) Brooklyn Nine-Nine
(71) Under the Dome
(72) The Umbrella Academy
(73) True Detective
(74) The OA
(75) Desperate Housewives
(76) Better Call Saul
(77) Bates Motel
(78) The Punisher
(79) Atypical
(80) Dynasty
(81) This Is Us
(82) The Good Place
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(83) Iron Fist
(84) The Rain
(85) Mindhunter
(86) Revenge
(87) Luke Cage
(88) Scandal
(89) The Defenders
(90) Big Little Lies
(91) Insatiable

(92) The Mentalist
(93) The Crown
(94) Chernobyl
(95) iZombie
(96) Reign
(97) A Series of Unfortunate Events
(98) Criminal Minds
(99) Scream: The TV Series
(100) The Haunting of Hill House
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Attribute Explanation Source

index Episode index (0-1392) –
show-name Show title IMDb
episodes-link Episode IMDb URL IMDb
episode-name Episode title IMDb
director Episode director IMDb
age-rating Episode age rating IMDb
release-date Episode US release date IMDb
clean-tags Episode IMDb tags IMDb
clean-genres Episode genres IMDb
characters Main characters in episode IMDb
stars Main 3 actors in episode IMDb
writers Episode writers IMDb
wiki-urls Episode Wikipedia URL Wikipedia
long-imdb-synopsis Long synopsis IMDb
wiki-descs Medium synopsis Wikipedia
short-imdb-descs Short synopsis IMDb
cleaned-long-imdb-synopsis Long synopsis w/o character names IMDb
cleaned-wiki-descs Medium synopsis w/o character names Wikipedia
cleaned-short-imdb-descs Short synopsis w/o character names IMDb

Table 3: All attributes of the dataset before real and GPT scripts are added, cleaned of any artifacts of the collection process.

Figure 8: Changes to the mean (left) and variance (right) of the per-category scores from the moderation endpoint as the
number of runs of the moderation endpoint point on the same input text increases.
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Category OpenAI API Description of Category

hate Content that expresses, incites, or promotes hate based on race, gender,
ethnicity, religion, nationality, sexual orientation, disability status, or
caste. Hateful content aimed at non-protected groups (e.g., chess play-
ers) is harassment.

hate / threatening Hateful content that also includes violence or serious harm towards the
targeted group based on race, gender, ethnicity, religion, nationality,
sexual orientation, disability status, or caste.

harassment Content that expresses, incites, or promotes harassing language towards
any target.

harassment / threatening Harassment content that also includes violence or serious harm towards
any target.

self-harm Content that promotes, encourages, or depicts acts of self-harm, such
as suicide, cutting, and eating disorders.

self-harm / intent Content where the speaker expresses that they are engaging or intend
to engage in acts of self-harm, such as suicide, cutting, and eating
disorders.

self-harm / instructions Content that encourages performing acts of self-harm, such as suicide,
cutting, and eating disorders, or that gives instructions or advice on
how to commit such acts.

sexual Content meant to arouse sexual excitement, such as the description of
sexual activity, or that promotes sexual services (excluding sex educa-
tion and wellness).

sexual / minors Sexual content that includes an individual who is under 18 years old.
violence Content that depicts death, violence, or physical injury.
violence / graphic Content that depicts death, violence, or physical injury in graphic detail.

Table 4: Content categories that can be identified by the Moderation Endpoint as described in the OpenAI API documenta-
tion [52].

Genre No. of Shows w/
GPT-Generated Scripts

No. of Episodes w/
GPT-Generated Scripts

No. of Shows/Episodes
w/ Real Scripts*

Action 20 304 9
Adventure 15 212 8
Animation 3 38 4
Biography 2 20 2
Comedy 25 350 24
Crime 36 465 26
Drama 86 1128 72
Family 1 8 0
Fantasy 17 230 12
History 3 24 3
Horror 11 138 11
Musical 1 18 1
Mystery 39 553 35
Romance 19 306 17
Sci-Fi 27 356 18
Thriller 48 600 37
War 1 9 1

Table 5: Number of Shows and Episodes by Genre (*dataset contains at most one episode real script per show)
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Figure 9: Proportion of Flagged Moderation Outputs by TV Show (GPT-3.5)
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Figure 10: Proportion of flagged real and GPT-4-generated scripts by age rating and synopsis source (left) and by genre (right).
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Figure 11: Mean normalized category scores with 95% confidence intervals for real scropts, GPT-4 generated scripts, and long
IMDb prompts by genre.
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Figure 12: Top 100 most frequent IMDb tags across all 1,392 episodes shown with the proportion of scripts associated with that
tag that are flagged as content violations (top) and frequency of occurrence of the tag (bottom).
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Figure 13: Normalized category scores for long IMDb prompts of episodes based on tag groups. Top: LGBTQ+ tags. Bottom:
male and female nudity. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 14: Normalized category scores for long IMDb prompts of episodes based on tag groups. Top: religion. Bottom: disability,
mental illness, and suicide. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 6: Sexual orientation tag groups. User-generated episode tags from IMDb grouped in order to examine identity-related
differences. Content Warning: Includes stereotypes and other content that may be disturbing to some readers.

Tag group name Specific tags included in group Tag occurrences

straight husband wife relationship 34
boyfriend girlfriend relationship 23
ex husband ex wife relationship 11
wife murders her husband 4
wife leaves her husband, husband wife hug, male female kiss 3 each
husband murders his wife, husband and wife reunited, husband
wife kiss, ex boyfriend ex girlfriend relationship

2 each

husband wife reconciliation, wife confesses infidelity to hus-
band, husband wife estrangement, husband meets wife, ex hus-
band ex wife reunion, husband and wife criminals, wife shoots
her husband, husband accused of murdering his wife, husband
cheats on wife, husband hits his wife with a belt, husband hits
his wife, husband slaps wife, ex boyfriend ex girlfriend sex, ex
boyfriend ex girlfriend reunion

1 each

lesbian lesbian 35
female female kiss 24
lesbian sex 9
lesbian couple 5
pregnant lesbian, lesbian interest 3 each
lesbian parent, lesbian affair, lesbian relationship 2 each
lesbian sex scene, implied lesbian sex, mistaken for a lesbian,
first lesbian experience, lesbian parenthood, lesbian stalker,
lesbian villain, lesbian ex lover, lesbian romance, lesbian lover,
lesbian maid, lesbian cunnilingus, lesbian seduction, lesbian
extramarital affair, lesbian sodomy

1 each

gay gay 27
gay kiss 18
gay son, gay sex 9 each
gay character, gay muslim 8 each
gay teenager 7
male male kiss 6
gay pride, gay parents 3 each
closeted gay, gay interest, pretending to be gay, gay bashing,
gay man, gay pornography, mistaken for gay

2 each

gay bathhouse, implied gay sex, gay relationship, interrupted
gay sex, gay slur, gay acceptance, gay angst, gay friend, gay dog,
gay prisoner, gay joke, gay couple, gaydar, discovering someone
is gay, gay man straight woman relationship, closeted gay man,
gay bar, gay porn, suspected of being gay, gay co worker

1 each
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Table 7: Nudity tag groups. User-generated episode tags from IMDb grouped in order to examine identity-related differences.
Content Warning: Includes stereotypes and other content that may be disturbing to some readers.

Tag group name Specific tags included in group Tag occurrences

male nudity male nudity 46
male rear nudity 30
male frontal nudity 11
male full frontal nudity 7
brief male frontal nudity 3
graphic full male nudity 2
blurred male nudity, pixelated male nudity 1 each

female nudity female nudity 51
female topless nudity 35
female rear nudity 26
female frontal nudity 17
female full frontal nudity 17
partial female nudity, brief female frontal nudity 2 each
brief female full frontal nudity, female full rear nudity, female
genital nudity, girl rear nudity, brief female full rear nudity

1 each

Table 8: Religion tag groups. User-generated episode tags from IMDb grouped in order to examine identity-related differences.
Content Warning: Includes stereotypes and other content that may be disturbing to some readers.

Tag group name Specific tags included in group Tag occurrences

Muslim muslim 9
gay muslim, muslim girl, muslim family 8 each
muslim prayer 4
muslim woman 3
imam’ 1

Jewish rabbi 2
judaism, jewish wedding, jewish american, jewish people, ref-
erence to moses

1 each

Christian christmas 12
christmas episode, priest 9 each
reference to jesus christ 6
christmas tree 4
christmas party, jesus christ character, catholic church, 3 each
christmas lights, christmas gift, christmas eve, christmas
pageant, murder of a priest

2 each

christmas music, christmas present, christmas carol, office
christmas party, family christmas, reference to a christmas carol,
making a christmas card, christian subtext, antichrist, reference
to the antichrist, christmas special, christmas bonus, christmas
decorations, christianity, christianism, christian, christian cross,
christmas song, christmas decoration, decorating a christmas
tree, priest killed, impersonating a priest, sex with a priest,
lapsed catholic, catholic, catholic school, protestant church,
protestant clergyman, mass

1 each
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Table 9: Disability, mental illness, and suicide tag groups. User-generated episode tags from IMDb grouped in order to examine
identity-related differences. Content Warning: Includes stereotypes and other content that may be disturbing to some readers.

Tag group name Specific tags included in group Tag occurrences

physical disability disabled character 22
wheelchair 17
man uses a wheelchair 13
blind man 8
woman uses a wheelchair, blindness 3 each
disabled veteran, blind cane,temporary blindness 2 each
blind driver, color blind, blind woman, blind gangster, blind
worker, blind boy, pretending to be wheelchair bound, old
woman uses a wheelchair, man uses a motorized wheelchair,
man in a wheelchair

1 each

mental illness mental illness 4
mental instability, time in mental institution, pretending to be
mentally challenged, mentally challenged, schizophrenia, manic
behavior, retarded man

1 each

suicide suicide 26
attempted suicide 11
suicide attempt 10
forced suicide 5
murder disguised as suicide 4
suicide bomber 3
fake suicide note, suicide in police custody, offscreen suicide,
suicide threat, reference to suicide, suicide by hanging, suicide
note, contemplating suicide, suicide by gunshot,

2 each

suicide by jumping in front of a train, witnessing a suicide,
suicide by train, committing suicide while naked, driven to
suicide, encouraged to commit suicide, suicide with a shotgun,
staged suicide, suicide by slitting one’s throat, assisted suicide,
mass suicide, fake suicide, suicide pact, faked suicide, suicide by
jumping out a window, attempting suicide by jumping from a
bridge, teen suicide, death by suicide, suicide pill, serial suicides,
murder suicide, suicide prevention

1 each
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Table 10: Selected GPT-4 refusals to generate scripts identified by searching within the GPT-4 API responses for the terms
“copyright", “cannot fulfill", and “can’t fulfill" – 43 GPT-4 responses with any of these terms were found, while zero were found
from GPT-3.5. For 34 of these 43, GPT-4 still generated a script; the generated script placement within the resulting text is
indicated in the below excerpts via: <generated full script>.

TV show
name and
episode

Synopsis type
used in
prompt

Excerpts of GPT-4 Generated Text

Supernatural,
S1.E7

long (IMDB) I’m sorry, but I cannot fulfill this request as it is too lengthy and complex for
a single response. However, I can help create an outline for such a script or
provide a shorter snippet of dialogue. Let me know how I can assist you within
the constraints.

Once Upon a
Time S1.E17

long (IMDB) I’m sorry, but I cannot fulfill this request. Writing a long TV show episode script
with substantial dialogue would exceed the capacity of this platform, as such
work requires a significant investment of time and effort to create a coherent
and engaging narrative. Writing scripts also typically involves collaboration,
legal agreements, and rights management. Additionally, creating a script based
on specific character names and settings from existing intellectual properties
may involve copyright issues. It would be appropriate to engage professional
scriptwriters and ensure all legal rights are addressed for such a project. If you
would like, I could provide you with a shorter dialogue exchange based on the
scenario you’ve described, or assist with other requests that are compatible
with the guidelines and capabilities of this platform.

Sex Education
S1.E1

medium
(Wikipedia)

I’m sorry, but I cannot fulfill this request. The content you’re asking for involves
creating material that may be considered explicit given the nature of the subject
matter. If you have a different topic or a more appropriate request in compliance
with the platform’s guidelines, I would be happy to try to help you with that.",
’**Title:** Undercover High **Episode Title:** Troubled Releases... <generated
full script>

Game of
Thrones S1.E1

long (IMDB) Given the extensive background provided, it’s evident that this synopsis mirrors
the initial storyline of HBO’s "Game of Thrones." Given that this is copyrighted
content, I’m unable to create a script that directly copies scenes or dialogue from
the show. However, I can provide an example of a script-style format, using
altered character names and details to create an inspired, original work that pays
homage to the theme while avoiding infringement. Please note that this script
does not represent an actual episode of "Game of Thrones" or its intellectual
property. It is intended to serve merely as a sample of script formatting and
dialogue writing, using an original take on a similar fantasy concept. Title:
"Frost and Shadow"... <generated full script>

The Flash S1.E1 medium
(Wikipedia)

<generated full script> ...(End of episode script)* Please note, the premise
taken here is strikingly similar to the backstory of the Flash from DC Comics,
specifically the iteration from the CW Television Show "The Flash." Since the
synopsis provided describes copyrighted characters and events, this response
is meant as a fan-made, non-commercial tribute and cannot be used for any
commercial purposes.
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